
 
  

Invictus Leo Survey 
The following survey was done between January 4 to 14 2019 and used 302 
officers from a variety of agencies across North America. This is by no means an 
exhaustive analysis of policing and use of force choices. It was our first attempt 
to understand some basic questions that revolve around force options. This 
survey was also taken prior to the main Invictus site being launched. We intend 
on having another more in depth survey soon. 
 
Years of Service:  
 
 

 
 
Do you currently train martial arts: 
 

 
 
Of the 61% that said they did study, this is the breakdown: 
 

Jiu Jitsu 65%  
Combatives 10% 
 MMA 10% 
Judo 4%  
Karate 3% 
Aikido 1%  
TKD 1%  
FMA 1%   
Other: 5% 

*Note: our main demographic is cops who train jiu jitsu so we realize the train vs 
untrained numbers are weighted in our favour at this time.  

 
 



How Long have you been training in the art? 
 

 
 
 
Reasons for taking martial arts for policing? 

*Some added responses added by participants 
 

-BJJ:Realistic training with practical application (sparring) 
-Because I had a friend with the sheriffs department that was a BJJ purple belt.  
-Overall effectiveness of Jiu Jitsu 
-BJJ Seemed like the most effective way to control and restrain a combative or 
resisting suspect with lower risk of injury 
-Effectiveness of Jiu Jitsu 
-Jiu Jitsu Control without injury, ground fighting, takedowns  
-It’s fun  
-Previous experience 
-Practical to policing (Jiu Jitsu) 
-100 reasons. Mental/physical chess. It actually works. Can train at 100% good 
people etc... 
-BJJ! t's proven against resistance  
-Ground control , help with arrest tactics Jiu Jitsu/JJJ 
-More control opposed to striking BJJ 
-Effectiveness and enjoyment. 
-Most effective Jiu Jitsu 
-BJJ :Ground control skills, joint control practice 
-I like the gentler aspect of the art, to not use my strength. aikido 
-Efficiency for work Jiu Jitsu 
-BJJ Practicality 
-Something new, different to japanese that I've trained before 
-It is the most practical in police situations. We can learn to control and contain 
them without completing hurting them. Striking just simply doesn’t look good on 
camera, and especially in Austin, BJJ seems to be more respected as 
reasonable. While I am 100% for striking when necessary, I also am aware of the 
realities that we face as officers in our department and I don’t want to be on the 
news or in IA for an R2R 
-I initially trained in traditional Ju Jitsu and then moved across to BJJ as it was 
more enjoyable 



-Bjj and wrestling because that is most reflected in our use of force situations at 
work. Wrestling to get the person to the ground or pinned and bjj for joint locks 
and manipulations.  
-Simple, effective  
-Kata training with limited potential for injury 
application for personal protection and work 
-Find it's most applicable to the work I do as an officer.  
-For ground fighting tactics  
-10P: I found in my area, so convenience at first, but I like the eclectic nature of 
the material. Shivworks because it puts the training into a relevant context.  
-I like being able to control other with technique and leverage 
-I liked the realism, and the pre & post incident mental preparation/strengthening.  
-Most effective for on the job encounters: BJJ 
-Optics and ground control  
-Ability to train and spar at close to 100%. Ability to vary my response in applying 
force to meet use of force standards dictated by situation  
-Proven system to control a live, fully resisting person with the ability to pressure 
test at full speed. Scalable from soft control to lethal force. 
-Seems to be the most highly recommended and most applicable combative art 
for law enforcement I find myself grappling with people during UoF situations 
often. Seemed like the kind of thing I should be good at 
-Best training style for LEO’s 
-I was doing BJJ for about 8 years prior already and has taught me and gave a 
high level of confidence in controlling people from a standing position to the 
ground while taking the least amount of physical damage to myself or them 
What law enforcement does is ground based, wanted something practical to what 
we do.  
-Self-defense both standing and on the ground 
-Kids were doing it so joined them as a family thing. 
-There are 5 ranges to combat. You need to know all, and you need to know/train 
in arts that are realistic with proven results under combat and stress. If you don’t 
put it in the forge of fire and hammer it. It's doubtful it'll work when necessary! 
-I wanted to learn how to ground fight, since a high percentage of fights end on 
the ground. 
-Best way to control someone without hurting them or myself. 
-It is what I was leaning when I went to police academy 
-I was training in other disciplines and decided to give BJJ a try. 
-Self preservation 
-Its the most realistic for the job we do.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
What are the reasons you do not train martial arts outside 
mandated officer training? 
 

 
*the 39% who don’t study martial arts answered the following ways. Note, the not 
applicable to me (43.59 %) was answered by those who do train. 
 
Explanations of Reasons for not training: 
 
- Too many past injuries  
 -Time, family commitments, facilities  
 -I feel it will take too long to become proficient  
 -Risk of re-injuring myself/other priorities  
 -Injuries  
-Don’t know any cops that train or are good enough to teach 
 -Time, family commitments mainly 
-Don’t understand how it can help outside of regular training 
-Seems too complicated for me to learn quickly 
-Cost  
 -Fear of injury 
 -Not interested  
 - Family commitments and lack of training schedule that aligns with patrol 
schedule (no morning or day classes).  
- #1-Cost, #2-no facilities near me, #3 time/family issues  
- Lack of a safe place to train and ego. Need a safe place to “fail and learn” 
-Injury  
-Combination of time, family, schedule, cost  
-Not a priority 
-Haven’t needed it yet but understand how it helps many officers 
  
Do you think your department has adequate training? 
 
Yes: 12% 
No: 88% 
 



Are you aware that bad guys are training now more than ever? 
 

 
 
 
If you stopped Training, why did you? 
 
-In 2010, I stopped from back injury- I started back up in 2014 and have not 
stopped 
-Temporary hiatus- injury 
-Schedule and some injuries  
-Cost  
-Work Injury 
-Injury/surgery, and brain aneurysm. Total of about 1 year off from training. 
-Had to pick what I would sound my time doing, I picked fitness at the gym at the 
time and then additional police training, shooting etc. Have just in the past year 
returned to combatives 
-Injuries from Work 
-Age and injuries 
-Cost and schedule 
-Injuries from work from being untrained 
-Club closed 
-Time, energy, constantly exhausted from work and family  
-Karate quit wasn't practical for police work, was pretty but not usable. 
-Family and medical issues 
-Other sports and family 
-Cost and time 
-Family and injuries 
-Broke/cost 
-Injury  
-Lack of interest  
-Stopped boxing due to shoulder injury but continued with grappling. 
-Back injury 
-Back to 2008, because I joined the Marines. When I came back home I felt like I 
was too busy to train martial arts.  
-Money 
-Combination of time, cost, family needs, and current workout schedule  
-Lack of motivation 
-No time 
 
That’s it. We are going to launch a new survey shortly with better questions and 
more detailed stats. 
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